
kurzen Würdigung aus der Feder von Peter Vasadi, bríngen wir bei dieser Ge
Iegenheít eine Studie des namhaften französischen Philologen und Literatur
wissenschaftlers Aurélien Sauvageot, betitelt: Die ungarísche Poesie in Frankreich
- die Episode László Mécs, Sauvageot berichtet hi er von den zwei erfolgreichen
Díchterlesungen in Paris, wo László Mécs seine Gedichte persönlich vorführte. -

Géza Síki: Priesterschicksal '79. - Mária S. Gyurkovics: űber den Berut
Mutter zu sein. - Endre Szirmai: Zum Andenken an Albert Schweitzer.

Im Literaturteil eine Erzahlung "von Arpád Csernák, Gedichte von Míhály
Habán, Imre Sári Gál und Mihály Balázsovícs.

CONTENT S

The main study of our present number is an essay by József Cserháti, Bishop
of Pécs, entitled: "Service of the Church in the World". "The Church now
has got to face the question whether the 2000 year old Christendom is abI e to
answer the problems of this turning-point of era, to provide orientation in our
days and guidance for the future. Is the Church nowcapable to mobilize Iorces •
that - conforming to the demands of our age - place the new, creative Man,
and a more humane and really genuíne .fraternity of humans into the contí
nuíty of history? In the Council the Church aimed at internal renewal, yet,
no reforms whatsoever would have been of any use if they had not considered
the aspiration and trends of the whol mankind to .renewaI. The Church started
from the bíblícal message to recogníze the necessity of the rearrangement of human
interrelationships, the tendencies and increased weight of .vítal relations'..."
Bishop Cserháti fully analyzes the tríple scope of activity of diacony: the service
of the indívídual ; the service of the unity of mankind; of the solidarity between
peeples and nations, of their recíprocal friendly relations, and of peace; and
finally, using the possibility of necessary and admissible co-operatíon with the'
state power. "There is no point of concealing problems or to disguise mistakes
- he remarks. - In the rapprochement and encounter of the socialist State
and the Church, beside the incontestable great results achieved so far, there
exist still díffícultíes, sometimes even tensions. We daresay, there will always
be points to revise for a Church living in a socialist state which. has a diffe
rent ídeology, As far. as ideology is concerned, the fact of opposition cannot
be changed, the Church and the socialist State can never be reduced to a
common denominator, in the context of this world, however, they can mutu
ally recogníze and assist each other in the service of the common goal : the
prosperity of humanity." .

Raymond Rákos deals with the new documents of the canonisation of the
Hungariari monk: Didák Kelemen in his article entitled: "New data on the servant
of God". - László Boda: Basic Questions of Interpretation-treats the basic
principles of hermeneutics, and analyzes relevant línguístíc studies. - László Kiss
introduces the life and activity of Rudolf Bultmann. - Péter Vasadi comme
morates László Mécs, famous Catholic priestpoet. In this connection . we bríng
the dissertation of Aurélien Sauvageot, well-known French philologist on the
HungarianPoetry in France; the Episode Mécs. (Translation' by Antal Uhl). -

Géza Síki: Priests' life in 1979. - Mária S. Gyurkovics: A way of life of
great vítalíty. - Endre Szirmaí: Albert Schweitzer. - Arpád Csernák: Awaken
(short story). - Poems by Mihály Habán, Imre Sári Gál and Mihály Balázsovics.
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